Business Case Study
BACKGROUND TO IP FIRM
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This particular IP firm is owned by two senior partners both IPs. There are also a further three Insolvency Managers
and a further twelve staff. They operate out of one head office location. Their primary business is Corporate
insolvencies but they have a small IVA and personal insolvency business.
RCUK’S IMPACT
RCUK started working with this IP practice in late 2016.
They are now ranked within the top twenty IP firms in the
UK for CVL volume.
This growth was mainly facilitated through an online
insolvency marketing campaign which compliantly
introduced directors to the fact that they could
claim for redundancy and it could be used to pay the
liquidation fees. On receipt of the enquiry from the
director for insolvency services, consent is always

obtained by the IP to introduce the client to RCUK or a
recommendation is made to contact RCUK directly. All
referrals and recommendations are compliant with the
regulatory framework and RCUK provide an initial free
telephone consultation to the director. RCUK are then
able to confirm the claim value and give the director the
confidence that a successful claim can be achieved and
the director can enter an insolvency process knowing
the insolvency fees can be paid for.
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OF REALISED AND REALISABLE WIP. ALTHOUGH THE WIP TOTALS
ARE MUCH HIGHER THIS IP FIRM ACHIEVE ON AVERAGE 25%
ADDITIONAL FEE REALISATIONS.

†The outstanding fees due are in fact higher but at the point in time these figures were compiled not all outstanding SOA fees had been communicated to RCUK by the IP firm. This is mainly due to
brand new cases on the RCUK case management system which need updating
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IP PORTAL
In order to provide the IP firms with an up to date view
on all their cases RCUK has developed a fully secure
IP Portal. The IP Portal is an internet-based platform
which shares real time data on the IP’s cases showing
the exact status of the case and what information may
be outstanding from the director or the IP. The IP can
upload documents or update information directly to the
Case Manager at RCUK.

This real time system has replaced weekly reports and
allows the IP to proactively help move forward case
progression to realise successful awards from the RPS
as quickly as possible. The portal contains both active
and closed case details and has a simple dashboard
which shows the total cases referred, how many cases
are active, total fees expected and total fees paid to
date.
The information can be printed or exported for analysis
by the IP.

REGULATORY BODY

CLIENT PORTAL

The regulatory body for the two IPs in this firm is
the IPA. Last year the firm went through its standard
regulatory audit. The IPA raised no issues with the
manner in which the IPs supported the director’s
redundancy claims in regards to their support of
claims at NMW and arrears of pay roll back/selection
of the best eight weeks for arrears of pay claims.
The IPA found no issues with the firms systems and
processes concerning company books and records
and submission of RP14/14A forms. The firms
regulatory audit was later confirmed to be reduced
to three year intervals going forward.

In addition to the IP Portal RCUK are currently
investing in a mobile Client Portal for the director
to use to upload documents and see real time the
status and progression of their case. It will also
show them what the expected estimated values are
for their claim and what the actual values awarded
are when paid out. It will also confirm any SOA fees
due to the IP and when these have been paid. The
development of this new Client Portal will be tested
and rolled out initially for clients of this IP case study.

Interested in working more
closely with RCUK?
Finding the right marketing strategy to generate
insolvency enquiries particularly online is very difficult
in a competitive market place such as insolvency.
Differentiating your business from others when it is
perceived by directors that you provide the same
service is equally difficult. However, there is no doubt
that director redundancy, potentially the only ‘good
news’ for a director going into CVL, is a great hook to
get a director to enquire with your firm.

To do this properly it has to be done without breeching
your own regulation or unwittingly complicated FCA
regulation. This is where RCUK can help. RCUK have
the experience and knowledge to assist you to grow
exponentially by embracing director redundancy into
your marketing strategy.
If you would like to know more about how RCUK work
and could help grow your business please feel free to
contact Gary Addison on 01625 462587 or email on
gary@redundancy-claims.co.uk
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